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Black bile in Bohane: Kevin Barry and melancholia
Maebh Long

School of Language, Arts and Media, The University of the South Pacific, Suva, Fiji

ABSTRACT
Kevin Barry’s novel, City of Bohane, presents the west coast of Ireland gripped in
the hyper-violence of a dystopian urban future. This article argues that the
novel’s power structures, seemingly redolent of unrepentant brutality,
epitomise an excessive melancholy; a failure of mourning that causes the city
and its inhabitants to stagnate in aggressive, nostalgic desire. Relations to the
past, to the self, the desired other and power in City of Bohane are
inextricable from discourses of melancholic loss, lack, identification, gender,
violence and the fetish, and by reading Barry’s work through Freud’s,
Agamben’s, Žižek’s and Butler’s theorisations of the melancholy, we explore
the tensions between desire, loss and black bile.
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Paris change! mais rien dans ma mélancolie
N’a bougé!
[Paris changes! but naught in my melancholy
Has stirred!]
(Charles Baudelaire, ‘Le Cygne’, Fleurs du mal)

In Freud’s ‘Mourning and Melancholia’, melancholia is understood as a
pathological, narcissistic identification with a lost object. If, in the case of
mourning, the loss is recognised as final – hence we mourn the recognised
death of a loved one – in melancholia the melancholic does not know with
certainty what he or she has lost, and so the melancholic replaces the finite
process of mourning with a prolonging of involved, interiorised dejection,
and a protraction of the sense of uncertain, ambivalent loss. There is no
healthy remove from the now-impossible object and the formation of a
new object-cathexis, as instead libidinal energy is focused on the ego, which
represents and substitutes the absent object. The ambivalence with which
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the object and the loss itself is regarded is directed internally, and the ego
becomes a site of confused feelings of partially registered loss and anger.
David Lloyd contends that this partially registered melancholic loss underpins
contemporary Ireland’s relation to the Famine. He argues that the nation’s
inability to successfully mourn such cataclysmic loss is figured, within
public commentary, as an obstruction to the overcoming of ‘certain “melan-
cholic” fixations and seemingly obsessive repetitions in Irish culture, from
alcoholism and domestic abuse to political violence itself’. Underlying this dis-
course, he continues, is ‘a distinctly developmental narrative: if we could leave
our dead and their sufferings behind and overcome our melancholy, we could
shake off at last the burden of the past and enter modernity as fully formed
subjects’.1 Ireland, in this reading, is melancholically trapped in a state of
failed mourning, tied to pathological, narcissistic identification with an
object – the Famine, or more widely, a history of colonialism – whose loss
is uncertainly acknowledged.

If contemporary Ireland is a melancholic state, in Kevin Barry’s City of
Bohane we see its repetition and failed mourning violently magnified, as his
Ireland of 2053 retreats ever-further from modernity into a melancholic
cycle of abuse. The famine as defining event has been replaced by a global cat-
astrophe whose details are repressed but whose impact is all-encompassing:
the Irish climate has changed to produce hot, tropical summers, thick fogs
and harsh winters, trade routes are blocked or restricted, electricity is in
short supply, technology is regressive, violence pervasive, the law corrupt
and social groups turned to entrenched factions. Melancholically refusing
to acknowledge the event that caused this change, the city of Bohane stagnates
in violent nostalgia, drugging itself with opium, alcohol, sex and murder to
alleviate the pain of failed mourning, and every street corner presents, as
Barry writes elsewhere, ‘fine specimens of bile and fear and broken sleep’.2

Barry’s work has been lauded; his first collection of short stories, There Are
Little Kingdoms, won the Rooney Prize for Irish Literature in 2007, in 2012 his
short story ‘Beer Trip to Llandudno’ from Dark Lies the Island won the
Sunday Times EFG Private Bank Short Story Award, and City of Bohane
was the recipient of the 2013 International IMPAC Dublin Literary Award.
The pace, vernacular and grit of City of Bohane calls to the dissolution of
Patrick McCabe’s ‘bog gothic’ and Roddy Doyle’s ‘dirty realism’, while his
portrayal of a dark city of troubled past and uncertain future brings Barry
into the circle of modern cartographers of urban entropy such as Martin
Amis, Will Self, J.G. Ballard and Zadie Smith. Hana Wirth-Nesher writes
that the urbanite is ‘faced with a never-ending series of partial visibilities, of
gaps’, rendering modern urban life encompassed by ‘a landscape of partial vis-
ibilities and manifold possibilities that excludes in the very act of inviting’.
Cities ‘intensify the human condition of missed opportunities, choices and
inaccessibility’, and everything within the urban space becomes ‘an invitation
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and a rebuff’.3 This sense of occluded vision, loss and lack makes the city a
claustrophobic labyrinth and an embodiment of melancholic space; a twisting,
intestinal mapping of half-acknowledged yearnings and regrets. As Salman
Rushdie describes London in The Satanic Verses,

The city’s streets coiled around him, writhing like serpents. London had grown
unstable once again, revealing its true, capricious, tormented nature, its anguish
of a city that had lost its sense of itself and wallowed, accordingly, in the impo-
tence of its selfish, angry present of masks and parodies, stifled and twisted by
the insupportable, unrejected burden of its past, staring into the bleakness of its
impoverished future.4

Like Rushdie’s London, Bohane is a depressive, ensnaring city, frequently
given the moniker of Babylon, the urban centre used in Revelations as an allu-
sion for every city of evil. It is not simply a backdrop but an eponymous anti-
hero, an elusive, aggressive protagonist with an ‘evil, dying air’,5 and windows
like ‘brilliant, unseeing eyes’ (p. 31). Like its inhabitants Bohane is plagued by
‘troubled lungs’ (p. 69) and ripped nerves (p. 89), its skyline marked by ‘dead
pylons and dead cables’ (p. 181) as it carries the decaying remnants of its tech-
nologically superior past. This personification links Bohane with that other
Irish city so often associated with violence and factions: Belfast. As Eamonn
Hughes writes, in representing ‘the city as a corrupt and Gothic landscape,
Belfast becomes a kind of Byronic figure among cities: mad, bad and danger-
ous to know’.6 Bohane is not a place of loyalty, but if it has the last vestiges of
allegiance they are only to itself: it is a promiscuous city which ‘spread[s] itself
for all comers’ (p. 243) and envelops them, tattooing them with its taint. This
taint turns each and every inhabitant into a lost soul, doomed to tread and
retread the paths of ‘the infamous Bohane Trace, a most evil labyrinth, an
unknowable web of streets’ (pp. 3–4). Bohane is a city of streetwalkers, a
neo-noir urban hell of insomniacs and addicts who pound the pavement
while the corrupt police hide in the shadows.

Bohane’s isolation makes renders it an aggressively independent frontier
city, and its inhabitants treat those from Haiti and Tipperary as equally
foreign. The rest of Ireland lies outside the insulating, isolating bogs of Big
Nothin’ and is simply, dismissively, referred to as the Nation Beyond. Barry
plays strongly and humorously on this remoteness and on stereotypes of
the fey inhabitants of the west coast of Ireland – ‘Oh we’d get medals for soul-
fulness out the tip end of the peninsula’ (p. 14) – presenting a modernised,
hyper-violent version of the ‘drunk, truculent, witty, celtic, dark, desperate,
amorous’ Irish stereotype that Myles na gCopaleen bewailed.7 Thus meals
of sunflower seeds and black crab soup, seafood chowder awash with chillies
and harvests of opium poppies are interspersed with playful reworkings of
writers like Synge: ‘The innkeeper took on a look of fright and crossed her
arms across her bosom and allowed one hand to rise and clutch hungrily at
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her throat – this was a peninsula woman’s semaphore to indicate troubled
times’ (p. 119). Urban and rural, traditional and modern Irish identities
collide as the clichéd moody, rural dreamers of the west coast are turned
into vicious urban flâneurs, marking a ‘tread of memory and regret’
(p. 255) across the cobbled streets of Bohane.

At the heart of a novel replete with sex, drugs, murder, calypso tunes and
sartorial elegance is a heavy, lonely nostalgia, a homesickness for the bygone.
As Barry said in interview, ‘the people are preoccupied with the past. It’s a
very Irish thing. The romance of Bohane is a romance with the lost-time’.8

Logan Hartnett, leader of the Fancy, loses himself in opium to return to
days of happier marriage. Girly Hartnett, his mother, spends her days
locked in her bedroom, watching old films. Macu, his wife, walks the city,
‘trac[ing] a mapline to her lost-time’ (p. 52). The Fancy are roused to fight
by a whistle, a ‘plain melody that rose once and then fell, that was melancholy,
that was sourced from the lost-time in Bohane, that had a special power to it’
(p. 148). There is, in Bohane, ‘no way to escape the tingling of [the] past; it was
ever-present, like tiny fires that burned beneath the skin’ (p. 214). A city space
is ‘a web of dreams, where the most remote past is linked to the events of
today’,9 as each inhabitant’s cognitive map of a city marks not the sights
and sounds of the present, but the signs and significances of the long ago.
Everyone walks through a city that is not simply haunted by the past but is
the past, as ‘In the Bohane creation, time comes loose, there is a curious fluid-
ity, the past seeps into the future, and the moment itself as it passes is the
hardest to grasp’ (p. 60).10 In walking through his or her history, each individ-
ual walks through the overdetermined palimpsest of the internal/external
topos of the self. Of course, the lost-time that is experienced and sought is
not necessarily a time that existed, but a fantasy time, a phantasmagoria,
the unreal or the absence that causes us to desire. This sense of love and
loss, desire, fantasy and non-linear time places us specifically within
melancholia.

1. Melancholia and love

‘Melancholia’ comes from the Greek melas, or melan, meaning ‘black’, and
kholē, meaning ‘bile’. While Aristotle thought of it as a malady affecting
great men, and there has long been a tendency to associate melancholia
with artistic suffering, when understood in terms of the humours it was con-
sidered a disorder ‘liable to produce the most destructive consequences’.11 It
was associated ‘with the earth, autumn (or winter), the dry element, cold, the
north wind, the colour black, old age [… .] [T]he melancholic is pexime com-
plexionatus (worse complexioned), sad, envious, malevolent, avid, fraudulent,
cowardly, and earthy’.12 Bohane’s population of the malevolent and the
depressed are all marked with the taint of Bohane, which arises from the
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black bog river, a ‘black and swift-moving rush at the base of almost every
street’ (p. 7) which makes its inhabitants seep ‘bile and poison’ (p. 270).
When the young women of Bohane start to form gangs of their own they
are said to have taken from ‘the malevolent surge of the river its defining
taint, and fed on it’ (p. 207). The opening lines of the novel specifically link
the evil of the city to the evil of the river:

Whatever’s wrong with us is coming in off that river. No argument: the taint of
badness on the city’s air is a taint off that river. [… ] A blackwater surge, mal-
evolent, it roars in off the Big Nothin’ wastes and the city was spawned by it and
was named for it: city of Bohane. (p. 3)

The malign, dark river running through the arteries of the town personifies
black bile, the source of depression, fraudulence, malice and melancholia. At
the centre of the city is thus a dark vein, a black melancholic stream which
fills inhabitants with a ‘black surge [… ] malevolent as the river’s’ (p. 111).

Giorgio Agamben’s work on melancholia focuses on the structure of loss,
emphasising the temporal complexities involved by understanding melanch-
olia as ‘the paradox of an intention to mourn that precedes and anticipates the
loss of the object’.13 A melancholic relation is thus one marked by loss; one
which begins to incorporate the object even before the object is absent. But
not only can one melancholically lament an absence that has not yet taken
place, a melancholic reaction can occur in regard to an object never possessed.
Thus, for Agamben, melancholia also operates as

the imaginative capacity to make an unobtainable object appear as if lost. If the
libido behaves as if a loss had occurred although nothing has in fact been lost;
this is because the libido stages a simulation where what cannot be lost because
it has never been possessed appears as lost, and what could never be possessed
because it had never perhaps existed may be appropriated insofar as it is lost.14

A melancholic relation to an object is one that tries to transform into an object
of love that which was never possible as a love object. Thus, ‘in melancholia
the object is neither appropriated nor lost, but both possessed and lost at the
same time’15 – possessed only through desire, lost as only possessed through
desire. As Justin Clemens succinctly puts it,

The unconscious logic would then run something like this: if I have lost the
object, then I must at some stage have had it; if I once had the object, then it
must exist; if it exists, then it is possible to reacquire it; only, it cannot be reac-
quired now.16

Slavoj Žižek inscribes this in terms of the difference between loss and lack: the
object-cause of desire is insufficient, and so the melancholic subject reinscribes
this lack into a loss, as if the object, which is lacking in some way, was instead
possessed and then lost.17 We thereby see a process that turns the object into
an unobtainable, and therefore desired, object, with the impetus and the denial
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coming from the self. As Agamben writes, ‘it is the perversion of a will that
wants the object, but not the way that leads to it, and which simultaneously
desires and bars the path to his or her own desire’.18

In The Origin of German Tragic DramaWalter Benjamin outlines the clas-
sical and renaissance association of melancholia with Saturn. While the satur-
nine is associated with deep contemplation and gives rises to the concept of
the melancholic visionary, Benjamin also notes a dialectical doubling in the
figure of Saturn – a dualism of ruler and outcast, labourer and intellectual,
body and soul.19 This dualism in Saturn can be linked to the binary of
Gant Broderick and Logan Hartnett; ‘one broad and densely packed, the
other tall and slender’ (p. 231), one the proud, elegant leader of the Fancy,
one a weary, aged refugee. Their dualism results in both opposition and repli-
cation: ‘[they] both rested their forearms on the bar counter, and they both
stared straight ahead, and they both rotated their glasses slowly with the
tips of their fingers – each unconsciously mimicked the other’ (p. 231). It
stems, of course, from the melancholic, saturnine nature of their love.

In ‘Mourning and Melancholia’ Freud links melancholia to the oral phase,
and sees it in the desire to consume the love object. Hartnett’s love for Macu is
a love of consumption; he wishes to control and subsume every aspect of her
life. Thus he has her followed, he has her locked in, he grasps and clings to her.
His relationship with his wife is marked by an obsessive contamination of love
and hate compounded by a sense of mourning prior to the loss. Having orig-
inally lured her from the Gant, he worries that his possession of her is incom-
plete, and that she can be enticed away by another. Hence he makes a deal
with the Gant, her old lover, permitting the Gant to return to Bohane on
the condition that he tests her loyalty. This lack of trust becomes reinscribed
as a loss, a loss-to-come which is precipitated precisely by this mistrust. He
thus disavows his marriage by living constantly in its end, melancholia
destroying through anxious amplification and expectation of loss. When the
present catches up with a future long treated as past Hartnett spends his
time in opium dens, reliving his marriage with more pleasure and more
pain than it ever offered.

The Gant left Bohane twenty-five years ago, having lost Macu to Hartnett.
For twenty-five years he was consumed by love and loss, and he searched for
Macu in every young woman he met, until finally he returns to Bohane to
recover her and his lost youth. A man of twisted humours (pp. 17, 57), like
Hartnett he had begun to submit to melancholic anxiety and pre-emptive
despair even before loss occurred: ‘his love caused the fear inside to
amplify. “Before was like I ain’t had so much to lose,” he said’ (p. 55). Yet,
unlike Hartnett’s long, if melancholic, marriage, the Gant’s grand love affair
was no more than a youthful dalliance spanning three summer weeks. Thus
in the Gant we have melancholia as the transmutation of lack into loss: the
shift from a youthful fling, lacking any real commitment or knowledge of
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the other – lack – into a grand passion that tragically cut short – loss. His mel-
ancholic relation turns their brief liaison into an enduring romance, altering
what was never really possessed as a love object into an object of love.

When the Gant finally sees Macu again under the bright lights of her Beau-
vista manse, he realises that he does not love her, a woman who has aged, but
rather the eighteen-year-old he briefly knew; the phantasm of her, the fantasy.
Melancholia is ostensibly an attachment to the loss itself, so that when one is
offered the object it cannot satisfy. As Žižek writes, melancholy ‘stands for the
presence of the object itself deprived of the desire for itself. Melancholy occurs
when we finally get the desired object, but are disappointed in it’.20 When the
Gant sees Macu he no longer desires her, but continues to lust after the avatar
of her younger self. Having had his desire almost satisfied – he is face to face
with the women he loves – he transfers that love to the younger, unobtainable
version of her, the version safely in the past. Similarly, when he returns to
Bohane, the city he has longed for, he cannot love it as it is in the present,
but must love a version of it long gone. In both instances, confronted with
the object he desires, he pushes that attainment away, so as to continue desir-
ing and remain melancholic. As Ol’ Boy Mannion says, ‘We all dream about
being young again, Gant! Dancin’ the in pale moonlight and claspin’ a pawful
of fresh fuckin’ arse! Fact it ain’t gonna happen makes it all the sweeter’
[emphasis added] (p. 169).

2. Melancholia and gender

In ‘The Ego and the Id’ Freud notes that surrogation, that is, substituting
identification for object-cathexis, plays a major role in forming the ego and
the subject’s character. He writes:

when it happens that a person has to give up a sexual object, there quite often
ensues an alteration of his ego which can only be described as a setting up of the
object inside the ego, as it occurs in melancholia.21

In the melancholic instance, not only does the ego operate as a substitution or
prosthesis for the lost object, but this mimetic replacement generates the ego
as a protection against this real, forthcoming or imagined loss. This substi-
tution of the self for the object is, however, incomplete and ineffectual, and
it is the ego’s failure to be more than substitution that leads to the ambivalence
of melancholia. As the loss can neither be fully denied nor fully affirmed,

The pain of loss is ‘credited’ to the one who suffers it, at which point the loss is
understood as a fault or injury deserving of redress; one seeks redress for harms
done to oneself, but from no one except oneself.22

The (melancholic) ego is thus predicated on a double insufficiency – the loss/
lack of the original object, and the failure of the ego to wholly replace it, or,
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perhaps better, be it. In refusing to acknowledge the loss the ego becomes lack,
becomes deficient and empty. This ontological change turns a city such as
Bohane into a community whose quintessence is violent, failed mourning,
such that the ‘community cannot overcome the loss without losing the very
sense of itself as community’.23

As melancholia involves the internalisation of the lack/loss of the object, a
feature of melancholia is self-hatred – loss is internalised, so that the ego
becomes the loss, denoting the ambivalence of the relationship by despairing
of the self. There is an abundance of self-loathing among the characters in City
of Bohane, but in the uncanny, melancholic doubling of the Gant and Hart-
nett, we see an externalisation/internalisation of the ego’s ambivalence; the
Gant is bound up with Hartnett, and Hartnett with the Gant as both persist
in a melancholic relation to Macu, and both have incorporated Macu as
lost object. They identify through this loss of Macu, which binds them so
that they morph in gesticulation and come together in embrace in
Tommie’s pub. But inasmuch as melancholia is characterised by a self-
directed aggression, so too is their relationship marked by antagonism,
stemming both from the dislike of a rival, and the melancholic dislike of an
externalised self. As uncanny, melancholic doubles, they can self-flagellate
through the other; in an act of literal sadomasochism sadistically hurting
the other becomes a masochist, melancholic injury done to the self. Hence
when Gant tells Macu why he was able to return to Bohane – Hartnett bid
him to test her loyalty – he shatters the love object for both of them; wounding
himself, wounding Hartnett and transferring his affections to a safe, unobtain-
able place in the past.

It is in this sadomasochistic relation that the lost object of desire comes into
focus. Macu is short for Immaculata: immaculate, pure, flawless, faultless. Her
name represents neither a virginal ‘purity’ nor a saintliness – although Macu’s
dealings with both the Gant and Hartnett are bound by honesty and respect –
but a flawlessness as an emptiness, as Macu embodies a unblemished object of
desire, that is, a blank page on which desire can be inscribed. Macu is never
loved for herself, but for the desire that can be etched upon her. This
imposed desire is potentially not heterosexual but homosexual, as Macu is
that which enables the desire between the two men to be transferred. She is
not the object of desire but the object holder of desire, the heterosexual
avatar through which homosexual desire is both realised and concealed. By
purporting to love her the men in fact love each other; hence their identifi-
cation, hence their doubling. They have incorporated the unrecognised
object of their desire, and begin to identify with it; thus they do not exhibit
the traits of Macu, but ‘mimicked without knowing it each other’s posture’
(p. 233). Their meeting in Tommie’s pub is overdetermined, full of hints
and strange signals that defeat the observers’ keen eyes, and is, in the end,
queer: ‘“The Gypo” Lenihan thought he had seen quareness in his time but
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nowt so quare as the pairing at the bar’ (p. 237). ‘Quare’ is useful in its ambi-
guity – it may simply imply strange or unusual, but its links, particularly when
used by a contemporary author, to ‘queer’ in the sense of non-normative sexu-
ality cannot be ignored. There can be no accident in Barry’s use of ‘quare’ here
– there is the implication of homoeroticism without the obligation to state it
unequivocally, and so the melancholic’s ambivalence figures as a narrative
ambiguity. But despite that deliberate opacity the meeting and merging of
the Gant and Hartnett is bound by a tension that is clearly sexually loaded
without that desire ever being made explicit – at every stage deniability is
retained:

‘What do you really want, Logan?’
An intake of breath, and there was no front to the ‘bino here.
‘I want to go on for a while yet’. (p. 235)

They finally conclude a meeting of verbal fencing with a strange, awkward
enfolding: ‘The Gant turned to leave the Supper room then but he hesitated,
and he turned back again to Logan. Briefly, oddly, they embraced’ (p. 237).

Judith Butler argues that ‘rigid forms of gender and sexual identification,
whether homosexual or heterosexual, appear to spawn forms of melan-
choly’.24 If we recognise heterosexuality as founded on the rejection of homo-
sexual attachments, and if, within a context of heteronormativity, ‘this love is
from the start out of the question, then it cannot happen, and if it does, it cer-
tainly did not. If it does, it happens only under the official sign of its prohibi-
tion and disavowal’.25 Because an originary love for a same-sexed parent –
and, in many societies, a later homosexual desire for another – cannot be
acknowledged, it can never be mourned, and its ‘ungrieved and ungrievable
homosexual cathexis’ is internalised.26 Hence the straight man

becomes (mimes, cites, appropriates, assumes the status of) the man he ‘never’
loved and ‘never’ grieved; the straight woman becomes the woman she ‘never’
loved and ‘never’ grieved. It is in this sense, then, that what is most apparently
performed as gender is the sign and symptom of a pervasive disavowal.27

In short, an individual desires another, while denying that desire. The desire is
thus a loss/lack – lacking because considered wrong and a loss because always
already unrealised. It is as such melancholic, and involves an internalisation of
that loss/lack, which leads to guilt, anger and melancholic aggression because
of the ambivalence of the relationship. As ‘the more hyperbolic and defensive
a masculine identification, the more fierce the ungrieved homosexual cathe-
xis’,28 we see in an aggressively masculine culture a deeply melancholic
society. Bohane is an intensely violent and strongly sexual city, abundant
with brothels, full of promiscuous sex, teeming with murderers and assailants.
And yet, with the exception of Jenni Ching’s wild girls, all of that sexuality is,
on the surface, aggressively heterosexual, and strongly masculine. That
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violence and heterosexuality stems from the city’s deep melancholia and
ungrieved losses, from a troubled repression productive of manic violence.

In ‘Group Psychology and the Analysis of the Ego’ Freud notes that mel-
ancholia moves to mania when the ego and the ego-ideal, in conflict in mel-
ancholia, fuse together to the point of inhibition in the subject.29 Melancholy
and mania, depression and euphoria oscillate in Bohane, with the final
outcome of both a sadomasochistic violence. As Butler writes, ‘Insofar as
the grief remains unspeakable, the rage over the loss can redouble by virtue
of remaining unavowed. And if that rage is publicly proscribed, the melan-
cholic effects of such a proposition can achieve suicidal proportions.’30

Simply living in Bohane is always already violent suicide, remaining there evi-
dence of aggression, both to the self and others. The most melancholic char-
acters are also the most violent – the soulful, lovelorn Gant gouges out the eyes
of a spy and leaves his flayed body hanging from a bridge, Hartnett, maudlin
in the afternoons, scared even the Gant with his aggression and Fucker Burke
‘was astonishingly sentimental, and as violent again’ (p. 45). This manic
aggression becomes symptomatic of an endemic repression and idealisation
of the past; the ‘open wound’31 of melancholia lacerating the bodies of the
present.

The city’s obsession with sartorial elegance might seem to undermine this
aggressive hyper-masculinity, but while Bohane’s fixation with clothing is
deliberately provocative of rigid gender categories, and the term ‘Fancy
boys’ suggestively close to the slur ‘Nancy boy’, it cannot be thought that
an interest in fashion is a direct contrast with violence. Instead, we see that
conspicuous consumption and attire operates as a reinforcement of indepen-
dence, power, hyper-masculinity and gang identity. The first description of
Hartnett we receive emphasises his dress – ‘a dapper buck in a natty-boy
Crombie, the Crombie draped all casual-like over the shoulders of a pale
grey Eyetie suit, mohair’ (p. 4) – and he is elegant, gubernatorial and sinister
as he patrols the streets. In Fashion, Desire and Anxiety Rebecca Arnold writes
that

The gangster was an early exponent of ultra style, ultra violence, combining the
controlled exterior of sharp tailoring with the constant threat of brutality to
become at once a folk devil and a folk icon, evoked with nostalgia and terror
in equal measure.32

The members of the Fancy dress like a crazed mixture of the gangster, the
dandy, the mod, the punk, the skinhead, the ‘chav’ or ‘norrie’, and their
clothes are a mixture of narcissism and threat; not merely symbols of strength
but instruments of violence. Elegance with a steel-capped menace, their stylish
footwear shatters ribs, crushes windpipes and opens heads, while their knives
are inlaid with mother of pearl.
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This conjunction of sartorial care and violence is not usually restricted to
counter-cultural or criminal movements, as state-sanctioned implementers of
violence are equally bound by a sense of the sartorial:

Just as in the military narcissism and attention to the details of outer appear-
ance are legitimised by their link to potential violence, to duty, discipline and
power, so too in the world of the gangster, a subversive vision of this stereotype
of masculinity reigns supreme.33

In Bohane the police, however, are either ‘Poor goms of boys fresh off the bog’
(p. 90) or old, filthy men, tattooed with the police fraternity’s marks of vio-
lence and betrayal – ‘A truncheon with a snake’s head; A length of coiled
chain; A Judas coin’ (p. 190) – and stinking of corruption, alcohol and hali-
tosis. Fashion links them, but it is precisely its inelegance which reveals
them as a weaker force.

Underlying this legitimised, hyper-masculine narcissism is the potential to
understand it as arising from Butler’s formulation of gender melancholy. In
Bohane pride in appearance potentially moves from a stereotypical masculine
relation towards something more physically engaged: ‘The Fancy boys talked
lazily of bloodshed, and tush, and new lines in kecks. They combed each
other’s hair and tried out new partings’ (p. 37). The importance of the sartorial
hovers on the edge of traditionally acceptable gender attributes, and the neces-
sity to keep the town violent to prevent it from becoming obsessed with its
own elegance is stressed: ‘regular demonstrations of rage were needed to
keep the town in check and, just as importantly, the Fancy boys in trim.
Too much sweetness and light and they got fat, unpleasantly smiley and
over-interested in the fashion mags’ (p. 105). This is not, of course, to
follow a facile equation between narcissism and homosexuality, but to note
that violence appears to be necessary to enforce a traditional sense of
gender identity, one which, without brutality, would be less rigidly deter-
mined. Bohane is violent and melancholic because it forces its inhabitants
into regressive gender categories. But despite its overt, phallocentric, hetero-
sexual identity, the homoerotic continues to surface; Hartnett’s murder of
Fucker Burke, for example, is overlaid with eroticism:

Logan slid the dirk gently and let it sit heavily in the boy’s gut. Then he worked
it from side to side, a neat and easy movement, and he held the boy, gently, as
his head slumped forward. [… ] Let his brow lean in to the dying boy’s again
and rested it there a moment. (p. 217)

3. Melancholia and the fetish

From Aristotle through the Middle Ages melancholia has been linked to
sexual desire, and melancholics ‘were consistently conceived as “earthy”
and hyperembodied, prone to emotional and sexual excess, and tending, in
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their attacks, toward a kind of bestial regression – characteristics that both
echo and extend European figures of the colonial and/or cultural other’.34 Hil-
degard of Bingen, for example, described melancholic men as ‘embittered,
suspicious, resentful, dissolute in their passion, and as unregulated in their
interaction with women as a donkey. If they ever refrain from their desire,
they easily become sick in the head so that they become crazy’.35 The melan-
cholics in Bohane are sexualised melancholics, and the August Puck Fair,
already playing on pagan fertility rituals, operates as a melancholic Saturnalia.
Prostitution, sexual exhibitionism and fetishism run rife, as people struggle to
fill their loss, lack and loneliness with sex and violence. In their traversing of
the town everyone is a streetwalker, tracing the path of frustrated desire,
addicted to their rites of failed mourning. The sand-pikeys bring sex shows
of ‘slave-gal lurchers’, ‘trick-ponies’, ‘big lasses in harness, and the biters,
and the maulers, and the double-jointed chap with the moustache what
styled hissel’ “The Magician”’ (p. 165). Big Dom the submissive pays prosti-
tutes to beat him with a hairbrush while he suckles brandy from a baby’s
bottle, and the Gant melancholically replaces the love he never possessed
with a fetish for young women, and finds their scorn of him particularly
arousing.

In Agamben we see melancholia specifically linked to the fetish, which
Freud argues arises from the acknowledgment and disavowal of maternal cas-
tration, and a turn towards a replacement of the missing maternal penis with a
fetishised object. For Agamben the fetish operates tropologically, as part, attri-
bute or resemblance substitutes for the whole, that is, for the full sexual
partner. But because the substitution is predicated on an object that does
not exist – the maternal penis – the fetish is based on the replacement on a
non-existent object. As such,

the fetish confronts us with the paradox of an unattainable object that satisfies a
human need precisely through its being unattainable. Insofar as it is a presence,
the fetish object is in fact something concrete and tangible; but insofar as it is
the presence of an absence, it is, at the same time, immaterial and intangible,
because it alludes continuously beyond itself to something that can never
really be possessed.36

Thus we can see the structural similarities between melancholia and fetishism;
both create a loss from a lack, both try to possess that which never existed.

The greatest fetishised object in Bohane is, of course, the past itself; in
tracing the bygone on the city streets the protagonists both register and
repudiate lack. The past becomes an obsession, as romanticised fragments
of personal lives distract from the absence of a life ever experienced in the
present. The occasions of pleasure are destroyed by a fearful anticipation of
future pain, which is melancholically experienced as already having taken
place, while the periods of pain are dissolved in fictionalised memories of a
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pleasure which was never allowed to exist untainted by projected hurt. The
lost-time is thus wholly lost as it never occurred, and wholly accessible
because it never occurred, and as phantasmagoria can be relived at whim.
Freud writes:

when the fetish is instituted some process occurs which reminds one of the
stopping of memory in traumatic amnesia. As in this later case, the subject’s
interest comes to a halt half-way, as it were; it is as though the last impression
before the uncanny and traumatic one is retained as a fetish.37

The fetishist redirects sexual focus, recording and repudiating loss through the
use of a replacement object. This amnestic rewriting of the trauma calls to the
operations of the death drive, which works to insulate the psyche against over-
stimulation from external events. Events registering as traumatic are rein-
scribed – re-archived, in Derrida’s reading – with a cut or a skirting similar
to that which created the fetish. The archival operation of the death drive is
thereby also an anarchival one, as it aggressively alters a distressing event
into something more immediately palatable. However, keeping us within
the melancholic precincts of lack, this reinscription does not imply the exist-
ence of a true or original event, instead, as Derrida writes, ‘The unconscious
text is already a weave of pure traces, differences in which meaning and force
are united – a text nowhere present, consisting of archives which are always
already transcriptions.’38 The ‘original’ event is already the imprint or copy
of an event, distanced and delayed in the act of being experienced. As the tha-
natic also names ‘the horrible fate of being caught in the endless repetitive
cycle of wandering around in guilt and pain’,39 the protagonists of Bohane
are trapped, pacing out their relentless, melancholic narratives of an imposs-
ible bygone. The metonymic and metaphorical alterations of the impossible
original, the structure of acknowledgment and abjuration all circle around a
part-object – the past – melancholically fetishised.40

The melancholic archival and anarchival tendencies of memory and
experience are embedded within the narrative structure of City of Bohane,
as its seemingly extradiegetic narrator is in fact an archivist, the owner of
the Ancient and Historical Bohane Film Society, which shows old films –
footage from now-defunct security cameras converted into reel – of
Bohane’s past. While Bohane’s bars, opium dens and streets all provide
means through which the protagonists slip into oneiric lost-time, the narrator
offers a directly visual access to the past though his security tapes, and oper-
ates as an amalgamation of flâneur, who walks by and with the people of the
crowd – ‘as they passed me by, I saw the true-dark taint in their eyes’ (p. 74) –
and collector, who assembles the past through his possessions. Both flâneur
and collector are linked by Walter Benjamin to a melancholic obsession
with memories and desires, as ‘the collector interprets dreams of the collec-
tive’41 while the ‘street conducts the flâneur into a vanished time. [… The
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street leads] into a past that can be all the more spellbinding because it is not
his own, not private’.42 Internal and external to the story, the narrator, as
flâneur/collector, archives Bohane’s desire to walk beyond the archive, to
find a place where the footprint of the dead, ‘suddenly indiscernible from
the impression of its imprint’, speaks for itself.43 But this yearning cannot
be fulfilled, and by operating as an archivist, who gets his insights by surveil-
lance, collection and interpretation, rather than an omniscient narrator, the
narrator undoes the illusion of immediacy of an encounter, the originality
of the event and the accessibility of the past by textually embodying the
discord of experience and inscription.

At the close of the novel, the power in ascendance is a structural mirroring
of the city’s dominant trait as Jenni Ching’s visual symbolism plays on fetish-
ism, and her tight, vinyl and leather catsuits, boots and steel caps appropriate
clichéd elements of the dominatrix: ‘She wore an all-in-one black nylon jump-
suit, so tightly fitted it might have been applied with a spray-can [… ] and her
mouth was a hard slash of crimson lippy’ (p. 148). Jenni’s power dressing indi-
cates a different way of evoking command and force to Hartnett, as the exhi-
bition and concealment of her skin-tight clothing plays on sexual desire and
jouissance. However, although Jenni might visually depict stereotypical
sadism, the violence she offers differs little from the general violence of
Bohane, and arguably her clothing is not evidence of her fetishised sadism,
but her manipulation of Bohane’s generalised, melancholic masochism. The
fetish that Jenni appeals to is not her own, and her body is described repeat-
edly in terms of the effect it has on others rather than the pleasure it affords
her.44 Thus her power is an eroticised power that self-objectifies, as it is
mediated through her representation as a fetishised object rather than a sadis-
tic subject. Similarly, while Jenni’s followers engage in homosexual acts – ‘the
wilding girls snogged each other viciously’ (p. 261) – these are presented as
rebellion rather than actual predilection, and their lesbianism, together with
their ‘cross-slung dirk belts, groin-kicker boots, white vinyl zip-ups, black
satin gym shorts’ (p. 277), operates within the matrix of male, heterosexual
desire. Their lesbianism is evoked only to be denied – thereby mirroring
the structures of melancholia and the fetish – as it is presented as little
more than accoutrement, a garment of defiance visually pleasing to the het-
erosexual male.

Fetishism replaces people with things, and so Jenni – be it in deliberate
manipulation of gender roles, in unconscious adherence to the societal super-
ego or as a result of a certain titillation on the part of the narrator – becomes
an object representing sexualised political power. If masculinity is founded on
a hierarchy of gender difference, and a fetish is conceived in order to sup-
plement supposed female lack, then female power, presumed within a patri-
archal norm to be intrinsically lacking or circumscribed, can only be
permitted by presenting itself in terms of the maternal – Hartnett’s mother
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Girly, a dualism of the soft and hard, nurturing and rejecting – or the sexual
fetish that stems from the absent maternal phallus. Jenni’s self-depiction as
the fetishised object renders masochistic submission to her less threatening,
as it is finally predicated on her female ‘lack’, and thus her power is that of
a partial presence, an object whose power and ability to satisfy stems from
play with absence and lack. Furthermore, while melancholia was most com-
monly depicted as a woman, it was men who were most commonly
thought to suffer from it, as male struggles with the possession and loss of
objects – often the women themselves – were associated with a more artistic,
creative suffering, a transcendental lack.45

For Freud the male fetishist manages to adhere to two ‘mutually incom-
patible assertions: “the woman has still got a penis” and “my father has
castrated the woman”’.46 The fetishised object operates as both ‘a token of
triumph over the threat of castration and protection against it’, and so is
treated with ‘affection and hostility’.47 Through the structure of disavowal
and acknowledgement the fetish is that which elides the power of the
father, but also reminds of the power of the father. Should we equate the
father with authority and the societal superego, the fetish can be thought
of as that which circumnavigates power while acknowledging its existence
and reach. In Bohane the law is weak, and as lawless as the rest of the
city, a corrupt, symbolic function to be bought off when necessary. Real
authority lies with the wealthy patriarchs whose names might change but
whose system remains. When Jenni takes control of the city, she does so
in a way that does not destabilise the structure of phallocentric authority,
as even though she overthrows Hartnett, she does so by playing with the
guise of the fetishised object. In other words, as a fetishised object she can
take power without wholly undoing female lack or the symbolic authority
of the father, and thereby appeal to the contradictory doubling involved in
fetishism: she has power and no power, she is a threat and not a threat.
She plays on Bohane’s melancholic, fetishistic disavowal – the men’s knowl-
edge that Jenni is a dangerous subject is disavowed in their scopophilic dis-
course of her as an object of desire. Fetishised power allows a melancholic
city to construct its authority on lack, a power through a transgression
that appeals to those under its sway.

However, while Jenni’s power is predicated on objectification, we can also
read it as deliberate mimicry in Luce Irigaray’s sense, in which woman
assumes feminine roles so as ‘to convert a form of subordination into an affir-
mation, and thus to begin to thwart it’. Jenni would thereby mimic the form of
the fetish-object, and ‘play with mimesis [… ] to try to recover the place of her
exploitation by discourse, without allowing herself to be simply reduced to
it’.48 Her representation of the self would thus be a deliberate ploy, and her
skills in tactics and manipulation recognised. There have been few characters
in the novel able to conquer every part of the city, few able to survive –
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Hartnett and the Gant lose to the lost-time, while Fucker, Wolfie, Eyes Cusack
and Prince Tubby the Far-Eye all die – and only one who appears to be imper-
vious to nostalgia, melancholia and the sentimental. Jenni Ching is no melan-
cholic, and is equally at home in the bog of the Big Nothin’ and the wynd of
the Trace. When Jenni takes control she enters as admixture of conquering
hero, messiah and dominatrix, riding bareback on a golden horse, and as
she moves through the town she symbolically defeats even nature: ‘A mad-
eyed black-back dived at the killer-gal Ching but she raised a glance and
eyed it as madly for an answer and the gull swerved and turned and
wheeled away downriver’ (p. 277). The dogs cower as she passes, and there
hung ‘upon the livid air a sequence of whinnies and pleadings’ (p. 277).
While a position of authority now renders her a direct target of aggressive
aspiration, and at the very moment of triumph she immediately searches
‘the eyes of her own ranks for that yellow light, ambition’s pale gleam’
(p. 277), it is possible that Jenni’s rule indicates a change in the melancholic
system of Bohane. The last, fragmented line of the novel reads: ‘as she saw in
the brightening sky at a slow fade the lost-time’s shimmer pass’ (p. 277).
While we could understand this as Jenni’s accomplishment marking her as
one who will finally also succumb to melancholia and the lure of the lost-
time, the grammar of the sentence also implies that finally Bohane is ruled
by one who can break the melancholic stranglehold, and thus with Jenni’s
ascendancy the shimmer of the lost-time fades away.
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